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ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-23

ETHNIC DAY

Date: 24/06/2023

Time: 10.00 A.M.

Beneficiaries: 800

Objective: The main objective of organizing ethnic day is to celebrate different cultures,

reconnect people with traditional and cultural roots to enforce the idea of unity in diversity

About Event:

A vibrant and colorful cultural event reflecting diversity of Indian culture and values. A day of celebration
With a mixture of the rich traditions and vibrancy of India’s diversified culture and people. A day commenced
with flash mob dance performance followed by a multiple events.

On that day students did promo launch for our inter college fest vitrina 2023 with a banner.

Dr.Raji vice principal of SEA college was the chief guest of the day and she launched banner of the college
fest. The celebration is usually very exuberant, ethnic and memorable for all the students. The staff and
students of SEA College enjoys a joyous and colorful day celebrating our mother land India.

All the Faculty members, students and non-teaching staff were present at the auditorium on that occasion.
There were good number of dance, fashion show and music performances. The special attraction of the Event
was Mr.Ethnic and Ms.Ethnic. MR. Ethnic award won by Chindananda from BCA Department and MS. Ethnic
award was won by Bandana from BBA

Over all the event was carried out for a duration 3 hour and 30 minutes and was successful, many satisfactory
feedback were given about the event and appreciation was received from dignitaries and faculties.

This program was attended by 800 sudents of B.com, BBA, BA,BSC, BCA & BHM



Participants list

S.No Group list Course

1. Sahana and team

Flash mob

6th BBA

2. Likitha & team

group performance

6th BCom

3. Harismitha and team 6th BSC

4. Nandana & team 4th BCA

5. CHAITRA & team 4th sem BCA

6. Shravanthi & amritha 4th BSC

7. Helan & team 4th BCA

8. Trisha & team 4TH BBA

9. Hindu & team 2ND BSC

10. Swathi & harini 6th BBA



Date of the Event:- 24/6/2023 Principal

Report Prepared by: Chandana
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